Trans-splicing vectors expand the utility of adeno-associated virus for gene therapy
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Adeno-associated viral (AAV) vectors have demonstrated considerable promise for gene therapy of inherited diseases. However, with a packaging size of <5 kb, applications have been limited to relatively small disease genes. Based on the finding that AAV genomes undergo intermolecular circular concatamerization after transduction in muscle, we have developed a paradigm to increase the size of delivered transgenes with this vector through trans-splicing between two independent vectors coadministered to the same tissue. When two vectors encoding either the 5' or 3' portions of the erythropoietin genomic locus were used, functional erythropoietin protein was expressed in muscle subsequent to the formation of intermolecular circular concatamers in a head-to-tail orientation through trans-splicing between these two independent vector genomes. These findings will allow for the application of AAV technologies to a wider variety of diseases for which therapeutic transgenes exceed the packaging limitation of present AAV vectors.

A deno-associated virus (AAV) is a single-stranded DNA parvovirus with a helper-dependent life cycle. This virus has attracted considerable interest as a vector for gene therapy because of certain inherent aspects of its life cycle. These aspects include its potential for site-specific integration at the AAVS1 locus, its nonpathogenicity as a helper-dependent virus, and its ability to infect nondividing cells (1–3). With the promise of recombinant AAV (rAAV) vectors for muscle-directed therapies, a renewed interest in investigating the mechanisms of rAAV transduction in this tissue has emerged. Of foremost interest is the question why muscle tissue appears to be so tropic for this virus. Several important findings have recently emerged from studies in this area. First, the AAV-2 cell membrane receptor, heparan sulfate proteoglycan, as well as two coreceptors, fibroblast growth factor receptor-1 (FGFR-1) and αvβ3 integrin, have been identified (4–6). Second, it has been shown that latent phase infection of muscle with rAAV involves the conversion of the single-stranded viral DNA to circular inter- mediate forms that correlate with long-term transgene expression (7–9). Circular intermediate formation and transgene persistence are intricately linked to a concatamerization process, which is controlled, at least in part, by intermolecular recombin- nation between independent viral genomes (7, 10).

Despite our increased understanding of rAAV transduction biology, the application of this vector in treating disease has been limited by the fundamental aspects of AAV biology that define its packaging limits. Thus, diseases caused by defective genes larger than 5 kb, such as factor VIII deficiency or Duchenne muscular dystrophy, cannot presently be approached with this vector system. In this report, we describe a strategy permitting the delivery of large transgenes that exceed the normal packaging size of rAAV. This approach entails the coadministration of two independent trans-splicing rAAV vectors encoding distinct segments of a large therapeutic gene and intron donor and acceptor signals. The design of this approach was based on the current understanding that rAAV vectors readily undergo a concatamerization process through intermolecular recombination from circular monomer intermediates of the viral genome (10). In this report, we demonstrate that this dual vector, trans-splicing strategy can result in the functional expression of therapeutic levels of protein from the erythropoietin (Epo) genomic locus. These findings will greatly broaden the application of rAAV vectors for gene therapies to muscle, as well as to other organs and tissues having circular concatamerization as an inherent part of the rAAV life cycle.

Materials and Methods

Production of Recombinant Viral Vectors. A 2.4-kb BstEII/BglII human genomic DNA fragment encoding the entire Epo gene was cloned from a lambda phage human genomic library (CLONTECH). This fragment was inserted into the multiple cloning site of pRES2-EGFP (CLONTECH) to generate pE-poEGFP, which expresses both Epo and enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) from a single transcript. By cutting at a unique Bc/I site within a central intron of the Epo gene, the Epo genomic locus was divided into two parts and inserted into two independent rAAV vectors by using pSub201 (11) as the source of inverted terminal repeats (ITRs). These proviral plasmids, termed pCisAV.Epo1 and pCisAV.Epo2, were used to produce recombinant viruses (Fig. 1) to study the intermolecular trans-splicing production of Epo mRNA and protein. Additionally, to evaluate the efficiency of transcription through the ITR, a double-D ITR sequence (9) was cloned into Epo intron 3 of pE-poEGFP to generate the plasmid pE-poEGFP. rAAV stocks were generated and purified as previously described (12, 13). The particle titers of both viruses, determined by slot blotting against plasmid standards, was typically 1 × 1012 particles per ml. The level of contaminating helper adenovirus and wild-type AAV2 was determined as previously described (7) and was less than one functional particle per 1 × 1010 particles of rAAV.

In Vitro Analysis of Trans-Splicing in Primary Fibroblasts. Fetal fibroblasts grown in 10% FCS/DMEM were plated on six-well plates at a density of 8 × 105 cells per well the day before infection with AV.Epo1 and/or AV.Epo2 (multiplicity of infection = 104 particles per cell). Human Epo (hEpo) expression was assayed by ELISA using the hEpo Quantikine IVD kit from R&D Systems, according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. The level of hEpo secreted from transduced cells during a 24-h period was tested at 2, 3, 5, 7, and 10 days after infection. Production of full-length hEpo protein was assessed by immunoprecipitation and Western blot analysis as follows. One milliliter of culture medium from the transduced cells was incubated with 1 μg of rabbit polyclonal anti-human Epo Ab (R&D Systems), followed with 20 μl of...
protein-A agarose. The pellets were washed four times with RIPA buffer (0.15 mM NaCl/0.05 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.2/1% Triton X-100/1% sodium deoxycholate/0.1% SDS) and resolved on a 12% SDS/PAGE gel. Western blots were probed individually with goat anti-Epo polyclonal Ab (Santa Cruz Biotechnology), which recognized the Epo N terminus, and a mouse anti-human Epo mAb directed at the C terminus. After incubation with appropriate horseradish peroxidase-labeled secondary Abs, the full-length Epo protein was visualized via the ECL system (Amersham Pharmacia). To confirm transcription and splicing of mRNA through the predicted junctional ITR region, mRNA was extracted from fetal fibroblasts infected with the Hirt procedure. An internal ribosome entry site (IRES) sequence and the EGFP transgene were also incorporated into the 3' end of the Epo transcript to allow for direct visualization of transgene expression after concatamerization. The locations of 5' and 3' Epo DNA probes used for structural analysis in Fig. 4 are marked below each viral construct. (B) Expected structure of a circular concatamer arising from intermolecular recombination that would allow for functional trans-splicing of Epo message. The expected splicing patterns are denoted by dashed lines. (C) Expected heterogeneous nuclear RNA, splicing pattern, and mature mRNA transcripts resulting from circular concatamerization.

In Vivo Analysis of Trans-Splicing in Muscle. The tibialis anterior muscles of 4- to 5-wk-old C57BL/6 mice were injected twice with 30 μl of recombinant virus in Heps-buffered saline on day 0 and day 3. The total virus administration in the low dosage group (n = 12) was 6 × 10¹⁰ combined particles of AV.Epo1 and AV.Epo2 per muscle, and, in the high dosage group (n = 4), 4 × 10¹¹ viral particles were injected per muscle. The two viruses were mixed in a ratio of 1:1 for the coinfection group. Age-matched control mice for both the high and low dose groups (n = 4 for each dose) were injected with an equivalent dose of AV.Epo1 in the right tibialis muscle, and AV.Epo2 in the left tibialis muscle. Additionally, age-matched uninfected animals were also evaluated for each dosage group (n = 4 for each group). The full-length functional Epo protein produced by infected mice was monitored by analysis of the biological effect of Epo on the hematocrit. Blood samples were taken at various time points by retroorbital bleed by using heparin-coated capillary tubes. After centrifugation, hematocrits were determined in an IEC microcapillary reader. Additionally, hEpo levels in the serum samples were determined by ELISA (R&D Systems) as described above. To evaluate the overall efficiency of the intermolecular trans-splicing in muscle tissue in situ, anterior tibialis muscles infected individually or with both Epo vectors were harvested at 150 days postinfection, and EGFP transgene expression was evaluated directly by fluorescence microscopy. To perform detailed analysis of the viral genome concatamerization process, Hirt DNA was prepared from 110- and 150-day muscle samples (n = 3 for each time point) as previously described (7, 10), and one-tenth of the Hirt DNA from each independent muscle sample was transformed into DH10B (GIBCO) Escherichia coli strain and selected for AmpR. The total number of AmpR colonies was calculated for each muscle sample, and the fraction of these colonies that were also KanR was tested by replica plating (100 colonies tested per muscle sample). Additionally, 100 rescued colonies from each muscle sample were evaluated by hybridization against 5' and 3' Epo probes that originated from AV.Epo1 and AV.Epo2, respectively (see Fig. 1 for probe location). Restriction mapping and Southern blotting with a comprehensive set of probes (See Fig. 4 for details) were used to characterize the structure of 10 rescued AmpR clones (which hybridized only to the 5' Epo probe) and 92 rescued AmpR/KanR coresident intermolecular concatamers (which hybridized to both 5' and 3' Epo probes). These data were then correlated with the ability of rescued plasmids to express both Epo and EGFP after transfection into HeLa cells. In this functional assay, Epo was evaluated by cotransfecting 0.5 μg of rescued circular intermediates with 0.5 μg of pCMVLuciferase control plasmid into 70% confluent HeLa cells. At 24 h posttransfection, 2 μl of culture medium was used for the determination of Epo expression by ELISA. Values of Epo production were normalized to luciferase activity in cell lysates.

Renal Failure-Induced Anemia in Mice. Renal failure anemia was induced in mice by adenine administration at a dosage of 25 μg per gram body weight per day. Adenine or placebo pellets (15 mg/21 days release, Innovative Research of America) were implanted s.c. into the flanks of the mice. Adenine tablets were implanted at 35 and 100 days postinfection in animals (n = 4) coinfected with low doses (6 × 10⁹ particles) of both AV.Epo1 and AV.Epo2 viruses. Uninfected, age-matched control animals were also implanted with both adenine and placebo tablets (n = 4 for each group). Hematocrit was monitored as described above, and renal histopathology was assessed in paraffin-embedded hematoxylin/eosin (H&E)-stained sections.

Results

Vector Design and Strategy for Trans-Splicing rAAV Vectors. Based on our previous findings that the mechanisms of rAAV transduction involve circular concatamerization (7, 8, 10), we hypothesized that a dual vector approach could be used to deliver a functional genomic locus exceeding the packaging capacity of a single AAV virion. Inherent in the design of this approach is an assumption that intermolecular concatamerization will allow for...
positionally correct exon/intron splicing when two independent viral genomes are juxtaposed within a circular concatamer. To test this hypothesis, we designed two independent vectors (AV.Epo1 and AV.Epo2), each encoding a portion of the Epo gene complete with intact endogenous splicing signals (Fig. 1A). Additionally, two different bacterial selectable markers (Kan<sup>′</sup> and Amp<sup>′</sup> genes) were placed in the two vectors, and a bacterial origin of replication was placed only in AV.Epo1. These bacterial elements allow for rescue and structural analysis of circular concatamers after transformation of low molecular weight Hirt DNA from infected cells into bacteria. Last, to aid in the direct visualization of correctly spliced messages, an IRES sequence was placed 3′ to Epo exon 5, followed by the EGFP gene. Using this vector design, we hypothesized that a certain percentage of circular concatamers should be in the head-to-tail orientation diagrammed in Fig. 1B. If indeed transcription of heterogeneous nuclear RNA through the junctional ITRs was efficient, we would expect to visualize functional transcripts expressing both Epo and EGFP protein only after correct splicing (Fig. 1C).

**Trans-Splicing Epo Genomic Vectors Express Epo Protein in Vitro.** We initially tested this vector system in vitro on confluent monolayers of fetal fibroblast cells. As with muscle, these cells have been previously shown to produce circular intermediates during latent infection with rAAV (14). Fibroblast monolayers were infected at a multiplicity of infection of 10,000 particles per cell with each of the Epo vectors alone or in combination. Expression of Epo protein was first analyzed at various times postinfection by ELISA using a C-terminal capture Ab. Additionally, Northern blot analysis of Epo mRNA expression was performed on infected fibroblasts. Results from these studies demonstrate that only full-length Epo protein (Fig. 2B) and mRNA (Fig. 2C) were detected in cultures coinfected with both viral vectors. Hence, the low level of Epo ELISA immunoreactive material seen in fibroblasts infected with AV.Epo2 alone was below the sensitivity for detection by both Northern and Western blots. In summary, these results support our original hypothesis that the concatamerization of rAAV genomes can be used to express genes exceeding the packaging capacity of AAV by means of trans-splicing between two independent vectors.

**Functional Expression of Epo in Vivo by Using a Dual Vector Trans-Splicing Approach.** With the knowledge that circular concatamerization is intricately linked to the rAAV latent life cycle in muscle (7, 10), we next sought to test whether this trans-splicing approach would be effective in vivo. Furthermore, this in vivo model would allow for functional confirmation of Epo expression based on physiologic changes in hematocrit. To this end, the tibialis muscles in 4- to 6-wk-old C57BL6 mice were infected with AV.Epo1 and/or AV.Epo2, and changes in hematocrit were evaluated over the course of 110 days. Experimental conditions used to evaluate trans-splicing events involved the simultaneous delivery of an equivalent amount of each vector to the same muscle. Two doses used for evaluation were 6 × 10<sup>10</sup> or 4 × 10<sup>11</sup> total viral particles per muscle. Control muscles were infected with either AV.Epo1 or AV.Epo2 alone. Age-matched, uninfected control mice also served to establish a baseline in these assays. As shown in Fig. 3A, only muscle samples coinfected with both AV.Epo1 and AV.Epo2 gave rise to a statistically significant (P < 0.0001) time-dependent increase in the hematocrit, from a baseline of 48% in control animals to as high as 86% in the high dose animals. Similarly, serum levels of human Epo, as determined by ELISA, demonstrated immunoreactivity only in animals coinfected with both viruses in the same muscle (Fig. 3B). This time-dependent increase in muscle Epo expression, indicated by both hematocrit and ELISA, mirrored the time-dependent concatamerization process previously demonstrated with molecular endpoints in muscle (7, 10). According to the vector design, if the correct head-to-tail concatamer was formed in cells infected with both vectors, we would expect to also see IRES-mediated EGFP expression derived from transcription initiated from the cytomegalovirus (CMV) promoter of AV.Epo1.

**Fig. 2.** Production of Epo protein after coinfection of primary fibroblasts with two independent trans-splicing vectors. Confluent primary fetal fibroblasts (8 × 10<sup>5</sup> cells) were infected with 7 × 10<sup>9</sup> particles each of AV.Epo1 and/or AV.Epo2 viral vectors. Epo expression was monitored using ELISA by harvesting culture media 24 h subsequent to media replacement. (A) Results comparing the indicated three vector combinations give the mean (±SEM) Epo levels from three independent experiments normalized to 1 × 10<sup>6</sup> cells. (B) Samples of fibroblast culture media (1 ml) at 2 days (lanes 1–3) and 10 days (lanes 4–6) postinfection with either AV.Epo1/AV.Epo2 (lanes 1 and 4), AV.Epo1 (lanes 2 and 5), or AV.Epo2 (lanes 3 and 6) were immunoprecipitated with a rabbit polyclonal anti-human Epo Ab (R&D Systems) and resolved by 12% SDS PAGE. Western blots were then probed with either an N-terminal (Upper) (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) or C-terminal (Lower) (R&D Systems) anti-Epo Ab and detected by ECL. Lanes 7 and 8 represent mock-infected and control cells infected with a full-length cDNA Epo AAV vector, respectively. Arrows indicating the glycosylated Epo protein (36 kDa) and molecular mass markers (kDa) are to the left of each blot. (C) Northern blot analysis of Epo mRNA expression: lane 1, coinfected with AV.Epo1/AV.Epo2 (5 days); lane 2, coinfected with AV.Epo1/AV.Epo2 (10 days); lane 3, infected with AV.Epo1 alone (10 days); lane 4, infected with AV.Epo2 alone (10 days); lane 5, uninfected; lane 6, transfected with pEpoEGFP (as a control for the full-length Epo/EGFP bicistronic message). Molecular lengths (kb) are marked to the left of the gel. Successful transcription and splicing will yield a 2.28-kb mature mRNA + poly(A) tail (marked by arrow at 2.4 kb).
investigate this issue, we examined EGFP expression in whole mounts of the freshly harvested muscles at 150 days postinfection. As shown in Fig. 3C, EGFP expression was detected only in muscles coinfected with both AV.Epo1 and AV.Epo2.

**Molecular Identification of Epo-Expressing Intermolecular Circular AAV Concatamers in Muscle.** To elucidate the structural organization of the intermolecular recombinants responsible for Epo expression in vivo, AAV intermediate concatamers were rescued from Hirt DNA prepared from infected muscle samples, and Amp' plasmids were propagated in bacteria before structural and functional analysis. Initial screens for the abundance of intermolecular concatamers involved colony hybridization of Amp' clones against probes contained within the AV.Epo1 or AV.Epo2 vectors (Fig. 1). These data, which are summarized in Table 1, demonstrate that intermolecular concatamers accounted for 36–37% of rescued circular intermediates by 110–150 days only in muscles coinfected with AV.Epo1 and AV.Epo2. Furthermore, the percentage of intermolecular circular concatamers identified by hybridization closely mirrored the percentage of Amp'/Kan' co-resistant rescued plasmids at these time points (Table 1). To exclude any potential artifactual intermolecular recombination that might originate within the host bacteria, Hirt DNA samples purified from muscles at 110 days postinfection with either AV.Epo1 or AV.Epo2 were combined and cotransformed into host bacteria simultaneously. No Kan' clones originated from these experiments, when either sequential or simultaneous Amp/Kan selective pressure was applied. Taking these results together with previous reports demonstrating the lack of bacterial-mediated circularization of linear AAV genomes (7, 8), we are confident that intermolecular concatamerization in this model is mediated by in vivo cellular processes.

Detailed Southern blot analyses using EGFP, 5'Epo, and 3'Epo probes were performed on 92 clones that hybridized to both vector probes in colony hybridization assays and 10 clones that hybridized only to the 5'Epo probe. Three typical clones are shown in Fig. 4. These clones include an AV.Epo1-derived circular monomer (p21) and circular concatamers derived from both AV.Epo1 and AV.Epo2 in either head-to-tail (p16) or head-to-head orientation (p19) (Fig. 4A and B). Diagnostic restriction fragments after KpnI and AflIII digestion included a single 4.7- kb band for p21 that hybridized to the 5'Epo probe (consistent with circular monomer of AV.Epo1), a 2.3-kb KpnI junctional fragment for p16 that hybridized to both 5' and 3' Epo probes (consistent with a head-to-tail dimer between AV.Epo1 and AV.Epo2), and a 3.9-kb KpnI junctional fragment for p19 that hybridized to both 5' Epo and EGFP probes (consistent with a head-to-head dimer between AV.Epo1 and AV.Epo2). Additional restriction digestions and Southern blot hybridization patterns also support the proposed circular intermediate structures presented in Fig. 4B.

![Fig. 3.](Image) In vivo production of Epo protein from trans-splicing rAAV vectors in muscle. The tibialis muscles of C57BL6 mice were injected with either 6 x 10^10 particles or 4 x 10^11 particles by direct coinfection with both AV.Epo1 and AV.Epo2 or bilateral injection of tibialis muscles with each vector individually. Uninfected age-matched controls were also evaluated at the same time. Hematocrits were analyzed by retroorbital bleeding (A), and serum levels of human Epo protein were evaluated by using a human-specific ELISA protocol (B) at various times postinfection. No changes in hematocrit or the level of human Epo protein were detected in animals infected with the individual vectors in separate tibialis muscles (only data for the high dose group are shown). Results depict the mean (= SEM) for n = 6 (virally coinfected low dose group), n = 4 (virally coinfected high dose group), and n = 4 (control group) independent animals in each group. (C) EGF expression in AV.Epo1- and/or AV.Epo2-infected muscles at 150 days postinfection. Images show representative fluorescent photomicrographs of whole mount fresh muscle tissues.
Fig. 4. Structural and functional analysis of rescued circular AAV intermediates from infected muscle. Hirt DNA was extracted from AV.Epo1- and AV.Epo2-coinfected muscles at 110 days postinfection and used to transform E. coli. Rescued circular intermediate clones were evaluated by restriction enzyme mapping and Southern blotting against three 3P-labeled probes (A). Probe sequences, as diagrammed in Fig. 1, included a 5'Epo 750-bp KpnI/BclI fragment (containing exon 2 and part of intron 3 encoded in the AV.Epo1 vector), a 3'Epo 1.4-kb BclI/KpnI fragment (containing part of intron 3 through the IRES sequence of AV.Epo2), and an EGFP 800-bp SacI fragment. The structures of these three representative rescued circular intermediate plasmids (p21, p16, and p19) are evaluated in A, with lanes marked as U (uncut), K (KpnI-digested), and A (AflIII-digested). Molecular length standards (L) are shown in kb to the left of the ethidium bromide gel (EtBr). Probes used for each Southern blot are labeled below each panel. p21 was an Amp' clone with digestion patterns consistent with a circular monomer from AV.Epo1. p16, and p19 were Amp/Kan coexistent clones with digestion patterns consistent with intermolecular dimer concatamers of AV.Epo1 and AV.Epo2 with head-to-head and head-to-tail orientations, respectively. Structures of these clones are diagrammatically depicted in B. These representative clones were transfected into HeLa cells to evaluate Epo expression (C). Epo protein was detected by ELISA assay and normalized by cotransfection with a pCMVluciferase reporter as the internal standard. pEpoEGFP (with the full-length Epo gene) and pEpo(ITR)EGFP (derived from pEpoEGFP with a double-D ITR structure inserted into intron 3 of the Epo gene) were used as comparative positive controls. Results indicate the mean (±SEM) for three independent transfections.

To correlate functional capacity to express Epo with the determined structure of rescued circular intermediates, we performed transfection experiment in HeLa cells. Results evaluating the three rescued plasmids discussed above are shown in Fig. 4C. Expression of both Epo and EGFP was achieved only in cells transfected with p16, confirming that directional intermolecular concatamerization in a head-to-tail orientation is necessary for functional expression of Epo. In a larger set of plasmids with structure similar to that of p16, 24 of 26 plasmids analyzed by transfection also expressed Epo and EGFP. In contrast, of the 24 plasmids with intermolecular structure similar to that of p19, none expressed detectable levels of Epo or EGFP. As comparative positive controls, two plasmids, pEpoEGFP and pEpo(ITR)EGFP, which contained the intact Epo genomic transgene and IRES EGFP sequences used in our vector, were also evaluated for functional expression of Epo (Fig. 4C). These constructs differ by the insertion of a double-D ITR sequence in intron 3 of pEpo(ITR)EGFP. Interestingly, Epo expression from these control plasmids was equivalent, suggesting that the palindromic double-D ITR structures associated with junctional sequences in circular concatamers (9) do not affect transcription through the Epo gene.

Fig. 5. Trans-splicing production of human Epo protects from adenine-induced renal failure anemia. C57BL6 mice were infected with 6 × 1010 particles of both AV.Epo1 and AV.Epo2 in the same tibialis muscle and challenged with adenine release capsules implanted s.c. at 35 or 100 days postinfection. Both adenine-treated/uninfected and placebo-treated/uninfected age-matched animals were also evaluated as controls. Hematoxylin/eosin sections (B) of kidneys from placebo-treated/uninfected (A), adenine-treated/uninfected (B), and adenine-treated AV.Epo1/AV.Epo2 coinfected (C) mice are shown. Comparison of A with B and C demonstrates significant cast formation (arrow) in proximal tubules in both adenine-treated groups. In contrast, as shown in D, animals infected with both AV.Epo1 and AV.Epo2 were provided with significant protection from adenine-induced anemia initiated at 100 days postinfection (arrow). Viral infection was performed at day 0. (E) Mean (±SEM) hematocrit from both combined groups (n = 4 for each condition) for placebo-treated/uninfected, adenine-treated/uninfected, and adenine-treated/AV.Epo1/AV.Epo2 coinfected animals. In the adenine treatment groups of these combined data, 4 animals were challenged at both 35 (n = 2) and 100 (n = 2) days postinfection with AV.Epo1 and AV.Epo2.

Intermolecular Trans-Splicing Produces Therapeutic Levels of the Epo Protein Capable of Protecting Mice from Renal Failure-Induced Anemia. Based on the above findings, we were encouraged that trans-splicing between two independent AAV vectors could generate a full-length functional Epo gene from genomic fragments in vivo. However, it was critical to determine whether the levels of protein expression achieved by this approach could be therapeutically useful. For this evaluation, the experimental strategy was to determine whether the level of Epo produced by this approach was capable of protecting animals from anemia produced by adenine toxicity to the kidney (15). This model of adenine-induced chronic renal failure, which primarily affects the proximal tubules and glomeruli, has been demonstrated to substantially affect hemato-
Although rAAV vectors have demonstrated tremendous promise for gene therapy, the extensive use of these vectors is strictly limited by the relatively small packaging size (~5 kb) of the viral genome. In the present study, we have exploited the molecular mechanisms of rAAV transduction that lead to intermolecular circular concatamerization to enable the delivery of a large transgene insert by coinfection with two independent trans-splicing vectors. We demonstrated that functional expression of Epo protein can be achieved after coinfection of fibroblasts and muscle with two vectors encoding separate regions of the human genomic Epo locus. The levels of Epo protein and the rise in hematocrit produced after coinfection with AV.Epo1 and AV.Epo2 in muscle demonstrated a time-dependent increase correlating with the time-dependent processes of intermolecular concatamerization of circular AAV genomes reported previously (7, 10). Furthermore, the percentage of circular intermolecular circular concatamers from AV.Epo1 and AV.Epo2 formed in muscle by 110–150 days in our studies (36–57%, Table 1) closely mirrors that recently determined by our laboratory (30% by 100 days) in experiments using two vectors encoding either EGFP or alkaline phosphatase transgenes (10). Although our data currently suggest that a large fraction of intermolecular rAAV circular concatamer genomes in muscle remains episomal, we cannot formally exclude the possibility that some observed Epo expression in muscle is due to recombination and splicing of two rAAV genomes randomly integrated in the same chromosome.

However, successful retrieval of episomal head-to-tail concatamers and subsequent functional expression of Epo in HeLa cells suggest that intermolecular trans-splicing between circular viral genomes is at least partially responsible for the observed Epo production in vivo.

Several factors could potentially affect the efficiency of the proposed trans-splicing approach. First, one might reason that palindromic ITR sequences found at the junctions of concatamers could inhibit transcription of heterogeneous nuclear RNA. However, reconstitution studies placing a double-D ITR within intron 3 of the Epo gene expression plasmid demonstrated that an internal ITR sequence does not inhibit read-through transcription. Second, the efficiency of this trans-splicing vector approach will undoubtedly be influenced by the dose of virus used for infection. It follows that higher doses of virus should increase the probability of intermolecular concatamerization. In support of this hypothesis, animals receiving a 5-fold higher dose of both vectors exhibited substantially higher changes in hematocrit (86%) as compared with the low dose group (59%) at 110–115 days postinfection. Furthermore, Epo protein levels were 9.4-fold higher in the high dose as compared with the low dose group at 110 days postinfection. These findings suggest that incremental increases in the infectious titer have near linear effects on increasing the efficiency of intermolecular concatamerization. Thus, the efficiency of this dual vector strategy should benefit from improved techniques for generating higher titers of virus.

Last, we have demonstrated that Epo levels generated by dual vector infection and trans-splicing in muscle are functionally capable of protection from anemia induced by renal failure. Epo expression is predominantly regulated by the permeability of the capillary lining cells of the kidney (17). In kidney failure, decreased Epo expression leads to a substantial decline in hematocrit (18). Because serum levels of Epo protein are generally thought not to affect adenine-induced renal toxicity, it is not surprising that both virally infected and noninfected animals treated with adenine have similar extents of renal histopathology.

The implications of these findings for gene therapy using AAV vectors are quite significant. They suggest that, in principal, two independent vectors encoding large transgenes in two segments flanked by the proper splicing sequences can be used to deliver therapeutic proteins. One can envision that this strategy could be used to overcome several distinct disadvantages of the small packaging size of AAV. First, large cDNAs could be engineered with heterologous splice sites and delivered in two independent vectors. A second potentially useful extension of this methodology could be the incorporation of large intact genes with intronic splice site sequences and regulatory elements in a context similar to the endogenous locus. This approach could be beneficial for genes demonstrating complex regulatory or splicing patterns that are required to complement a disease state. In summary, the development of this trans-splicing approach for rAAV should significantly increase the utility of this vector for gene therapies of inherited and acquired diseases.
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